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Introduction
The jet stream concept was introduced by Alfveu^ in 1969.
The subject has since then been studied from various aspeol.'s
by Danielsson (1969), Arnold (1969), Alfven and Arrhenius
(1970), Lindblad and Southworth (1971), and Trulsen (1971).
In an attempt to define a jet stream we may say that it is
a group of objects moving in space with almost identical
orbits. The largest objects in the jet stream may have any
size but the group has to include a vast number of very
small objects and their density has to be large enough for
the objects to interact. This means that collisions between
the particles give rise to viscosity in the stream. Other
interactions, e.g. by electromagnetic forces, are not exclud-
ed a priori.
x) On leave from Royal Institute of Technology, Stockholm,
Sweden
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The meteor streams, or at least some of them, seem to
have a constitution which is not in conflict with this de-
finition. As ;gar as asteroid streams are concerned we know
nothing. However, one might assume that the observed size
spectrum of asteroids can be extrapolated to smaller ob-
jects (we do of course introduce a great uncertainty if we
do so all the way to the size of micrometeoroids). The best
assumption we can make about the distribution of the orbital
elements for the sub-visual objects is that it is similar
tothat of the visual bodies.
With these ideas as a background, Alfven (1969) studied
the classical Hirayama families among the asteroids to see
whether there existed any clustering in the two orbital
parameters which were not included in the analysis by
Hirayama. Alfven thus claimed to have found three streams
in the Flora family which were called Flora A, B. and C.
By essentially the same principle Arnold (1969) searched
all of the main asteroidal belt for streams. An important
difference was that Arnold considered all five orbital para-
meters at the same time; his technique was to enclose each
asteroid in turn in a 5-dimensional "rectangular" box with
predetermined sides and to count the number of asteroids
in each box. If the number was "large", a stream was con-
sidered located.
Lindblad and Southworth (1971) used a different and in
principle better method to find streams. They employed a
5-dimensional distance formula originally derived by
Sou,thworth and Hawkins (1963), to find the distances be-
tween meteor orbits. By this method he located a great
number of asteroid streams;, many of them, however, have
very few members.
Unfortunately these three works, notably the last two,
do not agree very well, i.e., they generally do not find
the same streams. One may raise the question of the statis-
tical significance of the observed streams. This is a very
difficult problem (see discussion in a later paragraph of
this paper). In an earlier investigation it was claimed
x	 that the streams Flora A and Flora C are statistically
w,
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significant (Dmnielsson 1969). The value of this work is,
however, limited since it didn't consider the full 5-dimen-
sional problem. Thn significance of Arnold's streams is
impossible to determine. His method for finding groups
gives, contrary to what he claims, (Arnold 1969, page
1236:II Methods and page 1236: "probability ....10-100„)
nothing to base a judgement on. It is, however, likely that
at least the groups with many (,,:?, 10) members are significant.
The same should be true for Lindblad's investigation. In
both these works the method used is tested on synthetic
distributions of the orbital elements. The disagreement
of the results can also be attributed to the difference
of the methods.
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Similarity of Orbits
Two orbits are similar if their orbital elements differ
little from each other or, in other words, if the distance
between the points representing the orbits in the 5-dimen-
sional orbit space is short. The methods used so far are
based on estimates according to this principle. A short-
coming of Arnold's method is that the parameters enter
.independently of each other. The formula used by Lindblad
and Southworth is an empiric expression which is found
to work well for meteor streams, i.e. by choosing a suit-
able value for the orbit "distance" the formula will in-
clude members of the stream and exclude non-members as
determined by the classical technique. Since, however,
this technique is 4-dimensional one cannot be sure that
the 5-dimensional formula tested in this way is appropri-
ate. It is also well known that the individual objects of
a meteor stream may be very far apart when they are far
away from the neighborhood of the Earth. One can say that
the formula is insensitive to variations of the eccentr.L-
city (while it is oversensitive to variations in the peri--
helion longitude). This may be well motivated for meteor
streams since the uncertainty in the determination of the
eccentricity is quite large. It seems doubtful whether this
formula is the best possible for stream searches among
main belt asteroids.
To estimate an average distance D between two orbits
! one might instead calculate the actual distance between
the intersections of the two orbits with a heliocentric
meridian plane as a function of longitude, d(N), to get
the quantity:
27r
D	 d2(X) dX
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d M is a good approximation of the shortest distance from
one point on one of the orbits to the other orbit for Trio-
derate eccentricities and inclinations. If terms of the
order e4 q sin gi and smaller are neglected the result is
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(Note: . and 0 are the longitudes of perihelion and
ascending node!)
where the terms are arranged so as to emphasize their geo-
metrical interpretation. The advantages with this formula
over the one Lindblad uses is mainly that it gives an aver-
age value of the distance between two orbits and that this
distance is expressed in normal length units (AU). Admitted -
ly the averaging can be done in different ways. The method
used here is probably the easiest.
6.
The Flora Streams
The Flora A, B, and C streams can now be redefined accor-
ding to formil 1a (1). Let us specify that all objects in Flora
A with mutual distances less than 0.15 AU according to (1) be
retained and let us in addition include all other asteroids
which fulfill the same requirements. Present elements are
used throughout. Four objects will than be added and six ex-
cluded to make Flora A contain asteroids number : 244, 703,
827, 836, 1087, 1120, 1385 ) 1422, 1494 and 1536.A mean orbit
of these ten orbits is defined by the mean values of each
orbital element; the average distance to this mean orbit is
less than 0.1 AU for all the members. It might seem that the
average distance 0.1 AU is quite large but it must then be
remembered that 'this is a distance in a 5-dimensional space
and that the probability of finding some neighboring orbit
within this distance of a random orbit depends on the 5-dimen-
sional density (n 5 ) of the asteroids4.
P(D 1,2 :S d) = 1 - e
With the present definition all three Flora streams appear
as clusters of orbits with ten, nine and ten members respec-
tively. So far nothing is known about the statistical signi-
ficance of these clusters.
The quantity n 5 d 5 is best estimated through experiment;
6 1it  is found to be 1.0 for d = 0.10 AU in the inner region
of the main belt.
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Geometrical Pruartios of Some Asteroid Streams
We are not only interested in th y: statistical signiflioance
of a c^:rtain pattern in tho distribution of tho orbital p^ara-
matovs but Qven more in thu guometrical properti4 ,.s of a
group (stream). Figures 1 and 2 show tho goomotrical profile
of Flora A. Figurer 1 shows the intersactions of the indivi.-
dual orbits with a hc.-liocantric meridiopal plane as this
plane makes one cyclo around tho ecliptic polar axis. The
four groups of curve symbols show the "Intersection points
for thu longitudco 90 0 , lsoc , 2700 and 365 0
 & $60 0 . Figure,
2 L,,3-hows the same curves but now in relation to the intersec-
tion of the mean orbit which is stationary at the origin of
this plot.
From the phase markings in Figure 1 it is concluded that
the orbits remain rather well collimated through the cycle
and that they seem to have two "focusing" points at 1.00
and 290 0 . Figure 2 shows that at the extremes o the orbitf %.
a stream member can be as much as 0.11 AU from the mean or-
bit. The average distance of a stream member to the mean or-
bit according to (1) varies between 0.046 and 0.082 AU' 1) .
In studying the evolution of the asteroids, their mutual
Collisions are of fundamental importance. The focusing points
may be of particular interest since the probability for colli-
sions is largest in these regions. At the longitude 2900 , for
example, seven members of Flora A intersect the plane within
an area Ar x Az = 0.070 x O.OaS (AU) 2 . It can be estimated
that a random area of this size should be intersected by two
or three orbits out of the total 1700; this particular area
is in fact intersected by nixie orbits (i.e., seven Flora A
orbits and two others). Their relative velocities at the focus
range from 0.2 to 1 km/sec. which is 1 to 5% of the orbital
velocities. The relative velocity between asteroids which
by chance come close to each other is typically in the range 5
to 8 km/sec.
1) It is not known whether it is possible to find an orbit
with the average distance to the other orbits always smaller
than 0.5 x 0.15 = 0.075 AU by means of the approximate for-
mula used here.
I -
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Approximately tho same holds for the other focusing point
in Flora A and for tho. two focusing points in Flora C while
the Flora B stream is not as well focused anywhore.
This dwmr -nstratcc that there are regions in space where
tho donsity of orbits is considerably larger than expected
and where: the rolative velocities are substantially smeller
than expected.
In the inVa ostigations mad(., so far the rlora A stream is
unique in that it is the only stream which can be recognized
in a comparison botwoon Arnoldb and Lindblad's l) works.
However, the threa versions of Flora A do not contain exact-
ly tho same members. A comparison of the throo corresponding
strt,;am profiles may then reveal something about the geometri-
cal propartiQs of tht^, methods used in selecting them. Plots
analogous -to those in Figures I and 2 havo been propared
for theso streams, namely Arnold's Stream J-1 with 32 mcm-
bers and Lindblad's Stream 21 with IS members. 1) Similar
plots have also boon made for two other streams of the same
size as Flora A ) namely, Stream J•6 (Arnold) and Stream 2
(Lindblad; this stream was reduced from 14 to 10 members
by omitting the four members with the largest value of
D(M,N) according to tho formula used. by Lindblad).The plots
of the orbits relative to their mean orbits for the two
latter streams are shown in Figures 3 and 4. The distance to
the mean orbit is about twice as large for Lindblad's streams
and about 10 times larger for Arnold's streams compared to
Flora A, B, or C. Further, this investigation does not
show any focusing regions, either in Lindblad's or in Arnold's
stream.
1) Lindblad (1970, private communication). The stream numbers
used in this paragraph refer to Lindblad's preliminary re-
sults. He then used a larger rejection level for D(M,N)
than in the work presented elsewhere in this volume.
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Comet Groups
Another obsc rvud phenomenon might be includ(ald in a sur-
vt:y of jet stro^Ims; namely, what is oftQn called comet groups.
From a statistic i^U p ,,-,int of view these art.; probably insigni-
ficant since vt.,ry fQw mombors (2 to 4) arty: included in each
group (^:xcc-.,pt for thQ sun-grazing group). Tho rnly roason
for muntioning, them herc is that if comets are, considored -ted
accruto from jot sLrcams (m(,t(,.,or streams) one could as erasily
imagine a stream aovc-loping several conduns"-tions.
Statistical Romarks
An important problem as far as tha statistics is concernod
is to decide., wbother "observed streams" arc. real or not.
Hence, wQ want to estimate thc. probability (risk) that a
certain property of the obsurvcd di p-tribution is a result of
a Poisson process. TLis probability is the level of signi-
ficance of our conclusions concerning, for example, jet
streams. The problem -thus formulated is a very difficult ore,
(see Appendix for simple example )o which has never been sol-
ved in an analytic way (with exception for the example quoted
in the Appendix). For general references on this type of
problem see Kendall and Moran (1963), Chapters 2 and 5 and
Roach (1968), Chapter 4. Analytical methods described in the
first; of these works could possibly be employed but this
would be quite difficult and it is not at all sure that the
result would be useful. A remaining possibility is to test
synthetical distributions for the proDcrty under considera-
tion (Roach 1968, Danialsson 1969) 
*
This test has, of course,
t:) be done on a substantial, number of synthetic distributions
since the significance of such a test only can be determined
from the distribution of the studied property among these
synthetic distributions. In the present case even making
synthetic distributions is a complicated task.
t,	 i
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Thanks to tha. Palomar-Leiden survey (van Houten et al.
1971) which represents an additional, independent sample
of asteroids we can get.an indication concerning the reali-
ty of oiar jet streams if we find them here also. The value
of this test is limited due to the observational selection
of -the Palomar-Leiden survey; Qssentially the test has to
bo confined to streams of low inclination. 931 well deter-
mined orbits (class I) have been searched. The -three Flora
streams do appear also in the Palomar-Leiden material,
however, these clusters of orbits are much less noticeable
here. Within a distance D = 0,10 AU (1) of the mean orbits
of Flora A, B, and C, there are four, five and three objects
in the new material. At the sine time the density in this
region of the 5-dimensional space is -twice as large in the
new material as in the old. (This fact is found by experi-
ment.) Since the mean orbits of Flora A, B and C can be re-
gardcd as random points in relation to the Palomar-Leiden
sample one would expect them to have two (experimentally
found average) neighbors within 0.10 AU if the distributions
were random. It is obvious that the significance of each
individual stream, tested in this way, is not overwhelming.
If the streams ape tested together one finds that the risk
that they all are a result of a Poisson process is about 1%.
IW
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Conclusions
By means of the now definition of an average distance
between celestial orbits - cquation (1) - asteroid -creams
can be defined. So far only the three streams in the Flora
family, Flora A, B and C (Alfv4n 1969), have been studied
(and redefined) by this method. It is found that the or-
bits of the members in these streams are well collimated
everywhere along their rath in contrast to previously de-
fined streams. Furthermore, two of the streams show marked
focusing regions where a majority of the orbits come very
close together and where the relative velocities are an
order of magnitude smaller than between randomly coninciding
asteroid orbits.
From the point of view of jet stream physics, the best
definition of a jet stream might bc more closely connected
with regions where the density of orbits is high and at the
same time the realtive velocity is low. This argument is
not quite in line with -the o"ne"- leading to the distance formula
used here. Maybe a weight function, giving more weight to
those parts of two orbits where the distance is smallest,
should be included in -the integration leading to M. In
view of this argument the classical way to determine a meteor
stream would be quite good. According to this a meteor stream
is defined by the geocentric quantitites radiant, velocity
and date.
The statistical significance of the studied streams is,
admittedly, far from satisfactorily shown. More work is
required on this problem.
A12.
Appendix: Properties of a Poisson Process
The need to ostimate. the probability that a certain
property of an observed distribution can be expected to
appear in one realization of a Poisson process arises
frequently in works of the present type. Since this is
a very difficult task and since misconceptions concerning
the fundamental character of this problem are not reties in
the literature of non-specialized disci plines, this com-
ment is considered worthwhile.
Any of the above discussed methods for finding clusters
of similar orbits among the asteroids can serve as an example.
In some way the number of neighbors to an orbit (a point
in a 5-dimensional space) is determined and if this number
Is "large" an orbit cluster is considered located. By "large
number" is meant that the probability of finding the same
cluster in a random distribution should be small. Now,
however, one has to be very careful as to what can be ex-
pected in a random M, isson) distribution. It gives an
entirely false result to regard an observation of a cer-
tain large cluster of this kind as a random observation.
Thus probabilities according to the formula:
P(X>.;k) = nk e--n /k!
is are completely irrelevant in our case. (n and k are the
uniform average and actually observed number of members
in the cluster).
As earlier pointed out (see above and Danielsson 1969)
the problem of finding an analytical expression for the
probability of coming across a certain cluster in a ran-
dom distribution is in reality a very difficult one. It
seems to have been solved only for a very special one-
dimensional case (Ajne 1968). The formulation of the problem
F_
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should be as follows: Given a random distribution with
n mombors. What is the probability of observing a cluster
of k mcl,mbers in some volumc of suitably chosen size and
location (k cons idcrr-.ibly larger than the uniform ave rage) .
The problem will bo illustrlat,.-d by two examples:
1. Lot five points b^,- randomly distributed on the
perimcter of a circles . The probability that all of them
occur on one; of tho sides of a given (in advance) diameter
is of course 2-- 5 = 0,031, The probability that all of them
can be located on ono side of a suitably chosen diameter
can be calculated according to a formula deduced by Ajnc
from straightforward comb inatorics: for 2k - n > 0,
CO
P (X > k) = 2 1-n (2k - n)	 - i (2k^	
n 
n 
+ k)
7=0
	
1  (
	
--
with k = n = 6, PUN = 5) = 5x2 -4 = 0.31,
i.e.,, ten times more likely than in the first case ,
2. Consider the alleged asteroidal cluster Flora B
as studied by Danielsson (1969). In a two-dimensional area
where only one point would be found on an average, seven
were observed. If the area had been randomly located the
probability for this occurrence in a Poisson distribution
would be (e • 7!) -1 = 7 - 10- 5.
To estimate the actual probability under the proper
formulation of the problem, 100 synthetic random distribu-
tions were made in order to simulate the observed popula-
tion. Seven points were observed in the given area, suit-
ably located, 26 times. Thus the probability was estimated
to be 0.26. More than seven points were observed three
times so that the probability of finding seven or more
points was 0.29.
1.4
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It is clear that the formula (1) can be wrong by very many
orders of magnitude when the number of points is large. For
example, the probability 10 -100 mentioned by Arnold (Arnold
1969, page 1236) may very well be wrong by a factor of 1090
or more.
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Captions to the Figures
Fig.	 1 Intersections of the ten individual orbits of
Flora A with a heliocentric meridional plane
as this plane makes one cycle `round the ecl*
tic polar axis. Curve symbols are plotted for
30,	 160,	 270,	 355 and 3600
Fig.	 2 Flora A orbits in relation to their mean orbit.
The scale of the plat is ahosen the same as In
Fig. 3 and 4. for comparison.
Fig.	 3 Ten orbits of Stream 2 (Lindblad) in relation
to their mean orbit. (The four members most dis-
tant to the mean orbit are excluded.)
Fig.	 4 The ten orbits of Stream J-6 (Arnold) in vela-
.	 t
tion to their mean orbit.
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